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	Ado .Net Programming, 9781556229657 (1556229658), Wordware Publishing, 2002
This book provides a sophisticated  reference to ADO .NET solution development using Microsoft Visual Studio .NET.  It is aimed at programmers with a working knowledge of the .NET Framework and VB  .NET. A beginner’s knowledge of ADO .NET is not necessary, but it will provide  an advantage. Much of the ADO .NET functionality is specifically targeted at  developers, and the aim of this book is to dive into the advanced topics and  various programming opportunities that the product presents.

The book will assume readers have experience and familiarity with  the following technologies:

	
    OLE DB data access technologies

    
	
    The .NET Framework

    
	
    ADO/ADO .NET

    
	
    XML (Extensible Markup Language)

    
	
    Visual Studio .NET

    


The book takes a specifically solutions-oriented approach,  demonstrating at all levels how the product can be used to provide timely  solutions to real-world problems. Similarly, an emphasis will be placed on the  process of solution development using robust examples to teach how concepts are  applied in the business world. 
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The Easy Guide to Repertory GridsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
This book is the result of some experiences I’ve had during the last 10 years, teaching repertory grid technique to a variety of audiences. There have been two main kinds of trainee. The first has comprised my direct students at Luton Graduate Business School, managers studying for MBA and MSc degrees on a part-time basis, and young graduates...

		

Wireless Optical Communication SystemsSpringer, 2004
The use of optical free-space emissions to provide indoor wireless communications
has been studied extensively since the pioneering work of Gfeller
and Bapst in 1979 [1]. These studies have been invariably interdisciplinary involving
such far flung areas such as optics design‚ indoor propagation studies‚
electronics...

		

Specification and Verification of Multi-agent SystemsSpringer, 2010

	In the last decade, multi-agent systems have both become widely applied and also
	increasingly complex. The applications include the use of agents as automous decision
	makers in often safety-critical, dangerous, or high impact scenarios (traffic
	control, autonomous satellites, computational markets). The complexity arises from
	the fact...





	

Textbook of AutoinflammationSpringer, 2019

	
		This book, the first complete textbook on this novel field in Medicine, comprehensively covers the clinical presentation, pathogenesis, genetics, and latest management strategies for autoinflammatory disorders as well as the basic science of autoinflammation. Relevant concepts such as how translational science of genetics and...



		

The Adobe Photoshop CS3 Book for Digital PhotographersPeachpit Press, 2007

	Scott Kelby was honored with Professional Photographer magazine’s highly coveted 2008 Hot One Award for The Adobe Photoshop CS3 Book for Digital Photographers. Here’s what Jeff Kent, the Hot One Editor at Professional Photographer, has to say about the book: “In a how-to published by Peachpit Press, Scott Kelby,...


		

Beginning Ethical Hacking with Kali Linux: Computational Techniques for Resolving Security IssuesApress, 2018

	
		
			Get started in white-hat ethical hacking using Kali Linux. This book starts off by giving you an overview of security trends, where you will learn the OSI security architecture. This will form the foundation for the rest of Beginning Ethical Hacking with Kali Linux. With the theory out of the way, you’ll...
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